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Learning Objectives
• Understand attraction and retention factors
• Create their profile of top talent
• Identify and define changes facing your own institution
• Understand and apply strategies for attracting top talent
• Understand key market trends for building competitive compensation programs
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Factors Contributing to the Labor Shortage

The Aging Workforce




Accelerate Baby Boomer retirement
(ages 55 and older) due to
pandemic-related illness and
technology enhancements
4.2 millions workers exiting the
workforce

Evolving Technology

+




72% of middle market companies have
formal plans/strategies regarding
commitment to ESG initiatives
Continued underrepresentation of
women increases turnover
Increasing importance to show culture
reflects ESG values to attract talent
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Source: Q3 Middle Market Business Index




Environment Social Governance




+

Growing adoption of AI and virtual
reality
Increased need to provide digital tools
to employees
Need for interconnected systems
architecture

Skill Gaps

+

 Emerging “new collar workers” who bring
technical, physical and soft skills to
succeed in technological environment
 Need for investment in reskilling and
upskilling

Recruitment and Retention
 Difficulty hiring entry-level positions due
to alternative attractive careers
 “You Only Live Once” mentality among
prime-age workers
 Higher compensation expectations
 Limited real-world experience in
younger candidate pool

 Increasing difficulty to fill middle-skill
positions that require technical training

Well-being

+

 Increasing focus on employee health
and wellbeing
 Attractive pay and good benefits do
not outweigh lack of work/life
balance
 Challenges with creating flexible
work arrangements

A New Workforce with New Expectations

• Sign On Bonuses
• Work-Life Balance
• Flexible Work Arrangements
• Contemporary Skill Sets
• Loyalty to Career/ Not Company
• Multiple Job Changes
• Career Development/Ladder
• Company Brand/Value Proposition
• Making a Difference

Source: Gallagher’s “2021 Benefits Strategy & Benchmarking
Survey – U.S. National Report,”
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49%

Employers who
are refreshing
their Employee
Value
Proposition

Understanding the causes and impact of turnover
It is really, really costly and adds up quickly – but often never taken into consideration
The Impacts of Turnover

Common Causes of Turnover

Lack of Training
Compensation/Benefits
Culture
Poor Management or Boss
Burnout
Lack of Career Growth

•
•
•
•
•
•

Revenue loss
Training/knowledge loss
Project slippage
Additional ramp up time /learning curve
Employee stress
Costs: recruiting fees, training, ads, relocation, sign on bonus, admin/legal

1.5x the annual salary to replace an exempt employee
.75x the annual salary to replace a non-exempt employee

Sources: Prudential’s Pulse of the American Worker Survey, The Frontline Leader Project, The Work Institute, Achievers Workforce Institute
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Attraction and Retention Factors
Talent Acquisition
•
Leverage your employer brand
•
Use technology to accelerate the hiring
process

Training/Career Path
•
Commitment to career/future
•
Opportunity for growth and advancement
•
Prepares employees for “company of the future”

Employee engagement
•
Capture real time feedback
•
“You can’t manage what you
can’t measure”

Leadership Development
•
Supervisory skills
•
Shared values/shared vision
•
Succession planning

Compensation
•
Competitive pay
•
Pay for performance
•
Incentive plans
Work Environment/Culture
•
Updated tools/technology
•
Flexible work arrangements
•
Knowledge management
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Onboarding
•
Intentional and structured approach
•
Investment in retention

Attracting Top Talent

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

• Hand out “recruiting cards” w/contact info when someone demonstrates
excellent customer service
• Re-recruit employees 3-6 months after they leave – “boomerangs”
• Aggressively showcase what the Bank is doing for the community – the
days of being humble are over
• Sponsor events where targeted recruits typically attend – e.g., Tellers– Jr.
College career fairs;
• Implement Employee Referral Program but tie it to Stay Bonus
• Conduct “realistic job preview” – tour of the Bank and workspace as part of
the interview
• Implement flexible work arrangements and schedules
• Showcase DEI efforts in all postings, social media and company website
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ONBOARDING
Leading Practices in Onboarding
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The Value of Onboarding

Defining onboarding
• Starts with the first contact of a potential new hire
• Continues with building and establishing engagement earlier in the employment
stage
• Does not end with the traditional orientation programming

Successful onboarding programs…..
• Accelerate the road to productivity and integration for a new hire
• Improve revenue/FTE
• Improve customer satisfaction
• Factor in the different stages need to fully integrate an employee into the culture and
provide the necessary skills
• Involve managers, leaders, HR throughout the various
• Involve opportunities for the employee to ask questions and provide feedback along
the way
Sources: Human Capital Institute, SHRM, HR.com
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It takes a new employee
3.4 months to become
nearly as productive as a
current one

90% of employers feel
employees make the
decision to stay at a
company within the first
six months

Employees who complete
a formal onboarding
process are 70% more
likely to remain with the
company three years later

Leading Practices in Onboarding
•

Established a Buddy System

•

Assigned a contact before they join company and call job
candidate

•

Introduced “what we do for the community” in interviews

•

Developed an orientation handbook properly that
showcases culture

•

Provided a clear, written checklist of expectations on Day
One

•

Conduct a complete walkthrough of the Bank with
introduction to all supervisors

•

Have new employees spend 1st two days with HR and,
employee training before they hit the floor

•

Developed a “Bank lingo” document that covers Bank
terminology
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Managers account for
at least 70% of
variance in employee
engagement scores.
50% of adults have left
their job to get away
from their manager to
improve their overall life
at some point in their
career.
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Sources: Gallup

Employees leave their
managers, not their
companies

COMPENSATION
BEST PRACTICES
Leading Practices in Compensation
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Key Market Trends in Compensation
Labor Shortages

76% of organizations have experienced
labor shortages or difficulty attracting
talent in 2021. Most employers feel pay
is the driver for retention issues.

Compensation Strategy

14

The pandemic has caused employers to
review their compensation strategy to
ensure it aligns with revised business
and organizational goals and objectives.
86% of organizations have a
compensation strategy or are working
on one.
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Source: Payscale Navigating Compensation in a Changing World, 2021 Compensation Best Practices Report

Pay Increases

92% of organizations are giving base
pay increases in 2022. Organizations
are planning an increases higher than
3%. Salary budget preliminary data
shows budgets of roughly 4%.
Pay Equity

66% percent of employers say a pay
equity analysis is a planned initiative in
2022, which is a 20% increase over
previous years.

Key Market Trends in Compensation (cont.)
Pay Communications

68% of organizations share pay ranges
with employees but only 22% do so in their
job postings/ads.

Variable Pay and Benefits

79% of organizations offer some form of
variable pay, which includes any type of
bonus, incentive pay, or sales commission
that is based on performance or not
guaranteed.
15
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Source: Payscale Refocusing Compensation’s Role in the Great Reevaluation, 2022 Compensation Best Practices Report

Remote Workers

85% of organizations agree or strongly
agree that workplace flexibility is a key
driver of employee engagement. 42%
of organizations have a pay strategy for
remote workers.
Future of Compensation

In 2022, employers expect to invest
more in compensation management

Employee Value Proposition
The coronavirus pandemic has caused a fundamental shift in what employees expect from
their employers. In order to stay competitive organizations must reassess their EVP to reflect
these evolving expectations.

Compensation

Competitive base compensation and
additional financial rewards such as
bonuses, incentives and promotions
are top drivers that attract and retain
key talent

People

Opportunity

Culture
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Benefits

Where Compensation Goes Wrong
Despite being an organization’s largest expenditures, if employee
compensation programs are not competitive, the goals and objectives are
confusing to employees or the benefit is viewed as an entitlement, employees
will not be motivated or engaged to drive intended business results.

This is our opportunity to:


Realign total rewards and the EVP to better reflect both fluid employee priorities (pre- and
post-pandemic) as well as the business’ strategy



Increase your return on investment in employee pay



Identify and design compensation programs that connect employee job performance to
business goals and objectives.

17
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FINAL TIPS
Leading Practices in Attracting, Retaining Talent and Compensation Best Practices
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Tips for Attracting and Retaining Talent
Re-recruit employees 3-6 months after they leave “boomerangs”

Understand your workforce and what is causing
attrition/disengagement using internal and external people
data

Revisiting employee referral program

Continuously enhance the onboarding experience
Revisiting compensation/bonus/rewards plans competitive pay is table stakes, but not the only thing

Empower Managers to Coach, Develop and Retain

Address issues impacting your culture and mitigate burnout
Reinvigorating the succession planning and talent
management/career development processes
Aggressively showcase what the company is doing for the
community and in the DEI space– the days of being
humble are over
19
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Compensation and Total Rewards
Tips forRoadmap
Building a Competitive Compensation Program
Programs
Minimum Viable Capabilities

Fully-Functional Capabilities

Advanced Capabilities

1.
Compensation
Strategies

Salary Range
Position to
Market

Pay to Market
Strategies

Market Pricing
Strategies

Compensation
Manual

Compensation
Communication
Tools

2.
Job
Architecture
Design

Job Families &
Functions

Job / Position
Titles

Job / Position
Descriptions

Job
Classifications

Job
Hierarchies

Standardized
Job Levels

Standardized
Requirements
by Job Level

Skills
Architecture

3.
Pay Structures
& Salary Admin
Guidelines

Salary Survey
Data

Market Data
Cuts

Job Slotting
Methodology

Salary Ranges

Salary
Structure

Pay Grades

Salary
Administration
Guidelines

Pay Planning
Software

4.
Pay
Compliance
Programs

Federal Pay
Compliance
Programs

State-Level Pay
Compliance
Programs

EEO /
Affirmative
Action
Compliance

5.
Incentive
Compensation
Plans

Geographic Pay
Program

6.
Recognition
Programs

Merit Increase
Process

20
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Spot /
Discretionary
Bonuses

Pay
Transparency
Programs

Pay Equity
Analysis
Process
Short-Term
Incentive
Compensation
Plans

Long-Term
Incentive
Compensation
Plans

Performance
Evaluation
Tools

Structured
Bonus
Programs

Premium Pay
Programs

Skills-Based
Pay Program

Credential Pay
Program

Service Awards

Specialty
Bonus
Programs

Market
Reference
Points
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